White Stag Ridge Tent – 4 man – no porch
This tent is 7’ by 8’6” and is 5’ high (2.13m*2.6m*1.5m) which is large for a 4 man tent but it does
not have a porch.
This is basically a purple and black single skin ridge tent with a pink and black flysheet. There is a door at
one end marked “White Stag”. The top half of the doors can be unzipped to reveal a fly screen. These
are actually on the outside of the tent and are coloured black. This tent has been tested with a garden hose
both on the flysheet and on the ends of the inner tent, it does not leak. A small part of the bottom of the
inner tent is not covered by the flysheet and will get wet when it rains. Wiping the inside of the tent at
these sections when the outside is wet does not make it leak. If the door is wet be careful when opening it
otherwise water will drain into the tent. The inner tent clips to the flysheet might need to be unclipped to
aid zipping up the door.
The floor of the inner tent is made from the same material as the sides and needs some heavy-duty weed
control fabric under the tent.
A ground sheet inside the tent will not protect the floor material. A ground sheet under the tent will allow
rain to seep under the tent and through the inner tent floor.
PITCHING
Do not allow the tent bag, pole bag or peg bag to blow away.
1. There are 5 sets of pole held together with shot cord. 4 sets are end poles and the one with spikes at
the ends is the ridgepole. There are 2 small hooped section of pole that hold the end poles and ridge
poles together. Carefully follow the colour code and put the end poles into the 2 hooped sections.
Ensure that the hole in the hooped poles is lower on the outside and higher on the ridge side before
fitting he ridgepole. The bent ends of the ridgepole should face towards the ground BEFORE
attempting to fit it into the hoop.
2. Place the weed control fabric under the tent.
3. Clip the inner tent to the end poles and put the spikes into the bottom of the poles. Ensure the tent
material is not twisted. Put the inner tent bungies over the end of the ridgepole at each end and fit the
ridgepole extensions.
4. Put the flysheet over the ridgepole, the ends are black. The end with the guy rope should be at the end
with the inner tent door. The inner door has White Stag written on it. Put the flysheet pole extensions
into the pockets on the flysheet and put the flysheet hooks onto the inner tent rings.
5. Peg out the inner tent pulling gently. Peg out the 4 side guys and clip the hook into the loop on the
inner tent. Peg out the flysheet at the door end. It needs a long guy line to give the correct shape to the
flysheet. Tuck the weed control fabric under the base of the inner tent so none sticks out,
otherwise rain may collect on it.
6. In the door pocket you should find a piece of material with a clip at each end. Clip the clips into the
hoops at the top of the inner tent to give a storage hammock for light items.
STRIKING
1. Empty out rubbish from inner tent.
2. Place the storage hammock in the side pocket.
3. Fold the inner tent into 3 along the short side with the doors at the end of the folded tent.
4. Fold Weed Control Fabric into 4 along the short side and place on top of inner tent.
5. Lay out the flysheet folded in 2 along the ridgeline.
6. Fold in the black ends to form a rectangle.
7. Fold Flysheet into 3 with the doors at the end and place on top of Weed Control Fabric.
8. Fold in the ends of the inner tent a short way.
9. Place the flysheet, poles in the pole bag and pegs in peg the peg at one end and carefully rollup
and put into the tent bag.
10. TENT BAG CONTENTS
Inner tent, flysheet, 5 sets of poles, 2 hooped pole sections, 2 ridge pole extension poles, peg bag
with 9 pegs.

PTO

Ridge pole now repaired
and marked with red tape.

